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ABSTRACT 

Carbon fiber microelectrodes (CFMEs) are the standard biosensors for monitoring 

neurotransmitters due to their biocompatibility, size, and electrochemical properties. However, 

unmodified-CFMEs have been known to have several limitations for neurotransmitter detection 

with fast scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV). Because carbon fiber microelectrodes are mostly 

composed of basal plane carbon, unmodified-electrodes have relatively low electroactive surface 

areas that lead to poor sensitivities. Additionally, surface fouling may occur with certain 

neurochemicals that could potentially obstruct further neurotransmitter adsorption onto the 

electrode surface. Recently, there has been an emphasis on improving the sensitivity of CFMEs, 

and the most widespread method of enhancing electrode functionality is achieved by coating the 

fiber surface with a conductive polymer or another form of carbon. In this study, the 

electrochemical detection of neurotransmitters is enhanced by electrodepositing gold 

nanoparticles (AuNPs) onto the fiber surface using electrodeposition via cyclic voltammetry. 

Gold is an ideal electrode material for neurochemical detection as it is a stable, conductive, and a 

relatively inert metal. 

The modified-electrodes improved sensitivity of dopamine detection with respect to 

unmodified electrodes. The thin and uniform layer of gold nanoparticles on the fiber-surface 

increased electroactive surface area for dopamine adsorption, which lead to considerably higher 

peak oxidative currents and lower limits of detection. The potential separation of the oxidation 
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and reduction peaks (∆Ep) of the AuNP-CFMEs was smaller, suggesting higher conductivity and 

faster electron transfer kinetics which is ideal for measuring the fast-phasic firing of 

dopaminergic neurons and fast neurochemical fluctuations in the brain. Furthermore, the AuNP-

modified electrodes also possessed uniform stability for dopamine detection for over a four-hour 

period and potentially beyond which is the typical time period for in vivo experiments. This is 

significant as it denoted the potential applicability of the AuNP-CFMEs for in vivo dopamine 

dynamics testing. Additionally, a linear rise in peak oxidative current readings was observed 

with the AuNP-modified electrodes with respect to both dopamine concentration and scan rate, 

indicative of dopamine adsorption control and kinetic control to the electrode surface. 

This study has a myriad of applications for enhanced neurochemical detection and is 

crucial for the development of novel electrode sensors for in vivo neurotransmitter measurements 

to analyze the neurochemical effects of drug abuse and other psychostimulants, Parkinson’s 

disease, depression, and other behavioral states and pharmacological effects. 
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CHAPTER 1 

PROJECT GOALS 

The aim of this study is to enhance the use of carbon-fiber microelectrodes for 

neurochemical measurements through the electrodeposition of gold nanoparticles onto the 

carbon-fiber surface. This study will be divided into the objectives listed below and conducted in 

the following order: 

1. Simultaneous formation of gold nanoparticles using cyclic voltammetry and 

modification of fiber surface through the electrodeposition of gold nanoparticles onto 

the carbon fiber surfaces (Figure 2). 

a. The size and morphology of the gold nanoparticles is been proven to 

significantly influence catalytic efficiency; hence, 20 cycles, and an 

electrodeposition time of ~1 minute per scan cycle is optimal.1 

b. A bare carbon fiber will be imaged using scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM) to not only analyze surface features, but to also ensure a direct 

comparison to the modified electrodes. 

c. Following electrodeposition, each AuNP-CFME will again be imaged using 

SEM to analyze surface features such as the size, uniformity, and distribution 

of the gold-nanoparticles. 

d. Energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS/EDX) measurements will be done 

in conjunction with SEM to further confirm the presence of AuNPs. 

2. In-vitro dopamine oxidation detection via fast-scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV). 

a. Each unmodified electrode will be characterized through a series of 

experiments prior to surface modification as listed below: 
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i. Stability Experiment (0 hours, 1 hour, 2 hours, 3 hours, 4 hours) 

1. The unmodified carbon fiber microelectrode will be placed in 

the flow cell for four hours. Measurements will be taken at 

every hour for the detection of 1µM dopamine. 

2. A stable response to dopamine up to four hours without water 

oxidation is important to test its viability to conduct in vivo 

neurochemical measurements. 

ii. Scan Rate Experiment (50V/s, 100V/s, 200V/s, 500V/s, 750V/s, 

1000V/s) 

1. The scan rate will be varied from 50V/s to 1000V/s for 1µM 

dopamine to evaluate dopamine adsorption control to the 

electrode surface. 

iii. Concentration Experiment (50nM, 100nM, 500nM, 1µM, 5µM, 10µM, 

25µM, 50µM, 100µM) 

1. The dopamine concentration will be varied from 50nM to 

100µM to evaluate dopamine adsorption control to the 

electrode surface for physiologically relevant dopamine 

concentrations in the brain. 

b. Following the electrodeposition of the gold nanoparticles and optical and 

chemical characterizations, each AuNP-CFME will be characterized through a 

series of experiments identical to the ones previously mentioned. 

3. Electrochemical performance evaluation of unmodified- and AuNP-CFMEs for the 

detection of dopamine oxidation 
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a. The changes in peak oxidative current, stability, and the potential peak 

separation (∆Ep) will be examined to compare the overall electrochemical 

performance of both unmodified- and AuNP-CFMEs 

After a direct comparison between the unmodified and gold-nanoparticle modified carbon 

fiber-microelectrodes, the AuNP-CFMEs are hypothesized to possess higher sensitivity for 

neurochemical measurements due to several factors. First, the thin and uniform coat of gold 

nanoparticles on the electrode surface should render a higher electroactive surface area relative 

to the unmodified electrode; thus, increasing the capability of neurotransmitter adsorption onto 

the electrode (modified) surface, which would yield higher peak oxidative currents at lower 

limits of detection (LOD). Furthermore, the peak-to-peak separation (∆Ep) in the cyclic 

voltammograms of the AuNP-CFMEs could potentially be smaller, suggesting faster electron 

transfer kinetics due to the higher conductivity of the metallic gold electrode surface. Finally, the 

modified electrodes are also thought to possess uniform stability to dopamine oxidation for over 

four hours, which is the typical duration of in vivo experiments utilizing fast scan cyclic 

voltammetry and carbon fiber microelectrodes. 
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CHAPTER 2 

INTRODUCTION 

Introduced nearly forty years ago, carbon fiber microelectrodes (CFMEs) are the standard 

biosensors for neurochemical measurements.2 The biocompatibility and size (<10µm in 

diameter) of carbon fibers make them optimal for implantation because there is reduced tissue 

damage and they are minimally invasive with respect to larger standard electrodes.2 Furthermore, 

CFMEs are known to possess compatible electrochemical properties and are able of making 

quick measurements when used with fast electrochemical techniques, most commonly fast-scan 

cyclic voltammetry (FSCV).2 

Initially, coupling electrochemistry and electrophysiology to measure electrically-induced 

dopamine release and neuronal activity in freely-moving animal models was a challenge.3 

However, the Wightman group successfully developed software and technology that were 

capable of performing such measurements.4 The large charging current produced by scanning at 

fast rates is relatively stable at the carbon fiber working electrode, and this current can also be 

subtracted to yield a background-subtracted cyclic voltammogram (separating the faradaic and 

non-faradaic current), which is helpful in identifying and quantifying neurotransmitter release.2 

By varying the electrode to voltage measurement between cycles, the electrode can be used for 

electrophysiological purposes such as measuring firing patterns of neurons adjacent to the 

electrode.2 

However, unmodified electrodes have been known to have several limitations. Because 

carbon fibers are largely comprised of basal plane carbon, unmodified electrodes have relatively 

low surface areas, leading to relatively low sensitivities.5 Additionally, surface fouling may 

occur with certain neurochemicals and macromolecules that may form polymers at the electrode 
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surface, coating it in non-conductive materials; thus, diminishing its applicability as an electrode 

sensor by obstructing further neurotransmitter adsorption.5 In recent years, there has been an 

emphasis on improving electrode functionality for neurochemical measurements and the most 

widespread method of enhancing electrode sensitivity is by modifying the fiber surface.2 One of 

the earliest reported efforts on electrode modification focuses on enhancing electrode 

performance for dopamine detection over interferents such as ascorbic acid.6, 7 This study 

utilized an anionic cation exchange polymer known as Nafion, which electrostatically repels the 

similar negatively-charged ascorbate and prevented it from adsorbing onto the electrode 

surface.6, 7 However, electrode response time was lower with Nafion-coated electrodes. 

Alternatively, the Wightman group was able to enhance electrode sensitivity and selectivity for 

catecholamines while maintaining electrode response time by modifying their electrodes with 4-

sulfobenzene.8 However, there was still measurable ascorbic acid current as 4-sulfobenzene is 

not as impermeable to anions.8

 
Properties of Gold Nanoparticles 

Limited research has been performed on using nanomaterials for diagnostic purposes. In 

particular, gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) have been a topic of interest in the bionanotechnology 

field due to their distinct characteristics and surface functionalities.9 Properties such as size-10 

and shape-related optoelectronic features,11 low toxicity,12 and biocompatibility are just a few 

features that make AuNPs bio-nanotechnologically appealing.9 Additionally, spherical AuNPs in 

an aqueous solution display an array of colors with increasing size and absorb at ~525nm as a 

result of oscillating conduction electrons.13, 14 However, the adsorption peak does not appear with 

small nanoparticles (d < 2nm).9 Size, shape, surface ligand, temperature and even the presence of 

other nanomaterials are factors that could account for this phenomenon.15, 16, 17 
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Bionanotechnology Applications of Gold-Nanoparticles 

A popular application of AuNP-modification is detecting target biomolecules.18 

Conjugating AuNPs with antibodies or oligonucleotides leads to in vitro detection and 

diagnostics measures for diseases such as cancer.19 For example, conjugating AuNPs with 

oligonucleotides and target-specific antibodies, and magnetic microparticles (MMPs) 

functionalized with monoclonal antibodies amplifies sensitivity for detecting nucleic acids and 

target proteins.20 This method is most commonly known as bio-barcode assay.20 Once the target 

molecule is detected, a large amount of barcode oligonucleotides is released and as a result 

identifies and quantifies the target molecule.20 Mirkin et al. demonstrated the level of sensitivity 

of this technique by detecting a prostate specific antigen with a 330fg/mL LOD.21 

Alternatively, non-covalent conjugation of AuNP and fluorophores increase sensitivity 

towards biomolecular targets.9 This is accomplished by employing an array of selective receptors 

to create a configuration that distinguishes analytes.22 This technique was not only able to 

classify twelve distinctive species/strains of bacteria with 95% accuracy, but it was also capable 

of rapidly and accurately recognizing normal, cancerous, and metastatic cells.23 Additionally, 

replacing the polymer transducer with green fluorescent protein increases sensitivity in 

mammalian cancer cells sensing.24 Sensitivity can also be amplified by enzyme catalysis through 

the binding (competitive) event of the analyte protein and AuNP, which releases ß-galactosidase 

and restores its activity.25  

AuNPs are also commonly used as delivery systems for therapeutic agents to cells. 

Studies have shown that the interaction between functionalized AuNPs and cell membranes can 

be used to improve delivery efficiency.26 Stellacci et al. investigated the regulation of cell 

membrane penetration through the surface ligand arrangement on AuNPs and discovered that the 
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ordered arrangement of functionalized AuNPs were able to penetrate the cell membrane, while 

the random arrangement of the same functionalized AuNPs were trapped in vesicular bodies.27  

In an attempt to treat cancer and gene disorders, AuNPs have also been employed as 

attractive scaffolds to create transfection agents in gene therapy.9 Mirkin et al. also explored the 

potential of AuNP-oligonucleotide complexes to control the protein expressions of cells by 

acting as gene regulating agents.28 The knockdown of luciferase expression by RNA-AuNP 

conjugates indicated that the half-life of the conjugates was six times longer than that of free 

(double stranded) dsRNA, and also suggested a high gene knockdown potential.29 Alternatively, 

the role of amino acid-based AuNPs in DNA transfection was investigated by Rotello et al., and 

it was established that AuNPs coated with lysine provided non-toxic transfection vectors for 

DNA delivery.30 

To summarize, AuNPs have distinct properties that make them extremely useful in the 

bionanotechnology industry. By manufacturing their surface monolayer, a diagnostic analyte 

targeting system of high sensitivity and selectivity can be created.9 Furthermore, AuNPs can be 

employed for imaging purposes due to their exceptional physical properties and their wide range 

of surface functionality.9 Because of their efficacy in surface loading of drug and gene coupled 

with its controllable release, AuNP-based delivery systems have also shown potential in 

therapeutics.9 The versatility of AuNPs make them extremely valuable for next-generation 

biomedical purposes such as the use of electrochemical sensors for neurotransmitter detection 

with fast-scan cyclic voltammetry, which will be discussed in this thesis.

 
In Vivo Applications of Carbon-Fiber Microelectrodes 

The primary areas of study involving carbon fiber-microelectrodes include 

neurotransmission mechanisms, effects of pharmacological agents, and regulating naturally-
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evoked neurotransmitter release. The ability of carbon fiber-microelectrodes (CFMEs) to make 

fast electrochemical measurements is essential to better understanding monoamine 

neurotransmission. In particular, anesthetized mice have been used to study a vesicular group 

that is not released during standard activity by electrically-stimulating dopamine release; also 

known as the vesicular reserve pool.31 It was determined that mice lacking synapsin, a protein 

that secures vesicles to the reserve pool, have amplified dopamine release as a larger fragment of 

vesicles is released.31 The effects of brain injury on dopamine transmission have also been 

analyzed where both dopamine surplus levels and dopamine clearance levels were lower and 

slower, respectively, following an injury.32 This shows that dopamine agonists can be useful in 

remedying brain injury by elevating dopamine levels that have been lowered through trauma. 

Additionally, carbon fiber-microelectrodes have also been utilized in a variety of 

pharmacological studies. In particular, the effect of addictive drugs such as cocaine and 

amphetamine on dopamine release has lately become of interest among neuroscientists. An 

increase in dopamine transients as well as a gradual elevation in basal dopamine levels are 

observed with cocaine.33, 34 Cheer et al. discovered an instant spike in dopamine levels in the 

brain after intravenously administering an acute dose of cocaine, ethanol and nicotine.35 

Meanwhile, dopamine release is reduced when cannabinoid antagonists are administered, 

suggesting that the dopamine transients were facilitated by cannabinoid receptors.2 The 

administration of nomifensine (DA uptake inhibitor) and haloperidol (D2 DA receptor 

antagonist) in anesthetized mice are additional examples in investigating dopamine transients.36 

Measuring behaviorally-induced dopamine transients is now one of the latest applications 

of carbon fiber microelectrodes (CFMEs). With the recent progression in instrumentation and 

electrode performance,37 measuring short-term dopamine release can now be done in the 
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nanomolar range.2 Correlating synchronized dopamine release with certain behavioral traits to 

analyze operant conditioning has also become increasingly significant, particularly, the role of 

dopamine in self-administered cocaine.2 Phillips et al. reported that dopamine transients were 

observed in rats directly before and after pressing a lever to deliver a dose of cocaine.38 The 

dynamics of dopamine transients were then further investigated by Stuber et al. where dopamine-

release was still observed even before pressing the lever when the cocaine pump was turned off, 

and significantly declined after releasing the lever when the dose of cocaine was not delivered.39 

This indicated that spontaneous dopamine-release is controlled by varying mechanisms. If a 

reward can be predicted, the dopamine transients observed as a result of predictive stimulus has 

been shown through voltammetry at microelectrodes.40 

Measuring in vivo neurotransmission using CFMEs has become increasingly important 

and, although the current technology and electrochemical methods are sufficiently well 

developed, there is still a need for improvements in sensor design and novel method 

development to offer new ways for neurochemical measurements for biomedical purposes.

 
Fast Scan Cyclic Voltammetry (FSCV) & Analytical Method Development 

Cyclic voltammetry, potential pulse techniques, amperometry are a few common methods 

for detecting neurochemical changes in biological tissues.41, 42, 43 These methods identify 

neurotransmitters by measuring the reduction and oxidation reactions at the working electrode. 

With FSCV, a triangular waveform is applied which scans at a high rate to oxidize and reduce an 

analyte at the electrode surface.44 The large charging current produced by scanning at fast rates 

(>100 V/sec) is relatively stable at the carbon fiber working electrode, and this current can also 

be subtracted from the non-faradaic current to yield a background-subtracted cyclic 

voltammogram helpful in identifying and quantifying neurotransmitter release.44 Now, FSCV is 
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extensively used both in vitro and in vivo to detect various electroactive analytes such as 

norepinephrine, adenosine, serotonin, dissolved oxygen (O2), dopamine, and many other 

neurotransmitters. 45, 46, 47  

Due to its optimal electrochemistry and neurobiological importance, dopamine continues 

to be the key neurotransmitter for electrochemical detection using FSCV. Dopamine is a crucial 

chemical messenger that plays a pivotal role in the control of movement, learning, memory, 

cognition, and emotion within the nervous system of the human body.2 The deficiency or surplus 

of dopamine can cause numerous neurological and psychological interference; among these are 

Parkinson’s Disease (PD), schizophrenia, and amphetamine and cocaine addiction.48 Today, PD 

continues to be a prevalent disorder as a result of dopamine deficiency caused by degeneration of 

midbrain neurons involved in dopamine synthesis.48 PD symptoms include tremor, slowness of 

movement, stiffness, and problems in maintaining balance.48 On the other hand, 

psychostimulants such as amphetamine and cocaine cause euphoric effects by increasing 

extracellular dopamine. Drug abuse eventually substitutes the regular flow of dopamine, 

conditioning the brain to require a surplus of dopamine, eventually leading to addictive 

behavior.49 Measuring neurochemical changes in freely-behaving animal models using cyclic 

voltammetry has been one of the major breakthroughs of understanding the central dopamine 

system and how it contributes to operant behavior 50, 51 and drug addiction.52, 53, 54 

Dopamine neurotransmission has been the topic of focus so far because it is one of the 

most frequently characterized molecules for electrochemical detection.44 However, there is still a 

wide range of diseases and behavioral disorders where dopaminergic neurotransmission is not as 

well understood. Certain electroactive brain molecules are not oxidized by the dopamine 

voltammetric sweep (-0.4V to +1.3V, 400V/s); hence, analytical method development is 
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important to improve neurotransmitter and metabolite detection.44 For instance, waveform 

modification and the alteration of the physical and chemical properties of electrode materials can 

enhance electrochemical sensitivity for neurotransmitter selectivity and detection.55 Waveform 

modification strategies have been proven to electrochemically detect neurotransmitters including 

but not limited to dopamine,56, 57 serotonin,58 adenosine,59, 60 histamine,61 octopamine (primarily 

studied in invertebrates), norepinephrine, and others.62 Additionally, electrode surface-

modification using polymers and other coatings such as Nafion,63, 64 overoxidized-polypyrrole,65 

functionalized carbon nanotubes,66 and others have been reported to improve neurotransmitter 

detection by increasing conductivity and reducing surface fouling.67 

Zestos et al. has successfully tested for the improvement of 3,4-dihydroxyphenylacetic 

(DOPAC) selectivity and discrimination from dopamine using a combination of polymer 

coatings and waveform modifications.55 This was accomplished by functionalizing the electrode 

surface using polymers such as Nafion and polyethyleneimine (PEI) to distinguish both 

dopamine and DOPAC.55 A more positive charge is applied to the electrode surface using PEI 

coatings as a result of the protonation of the nitrogen functionalized groups; thus, 

electrostatically attracting the negatively-charged DOPAC species.55 Alternatively, the 

negatively-charged Nafion-coated CFMEs were able to electrostatically attract dopamine, but 

instead repel DOPAC.55 Similar to the conventional “dopamine waveform,57” Zestos et al. 

developed a novel “DOPAC waveform” with a holding potential of 0V instead of -0.4V.55 As a 

result, the electrostatic repulsion of DOPAC from the electrode surface is hindered at the 

negative potential.55 

Over the last several decades, the field of in vivo electrochemistry has progressed 

tremendously and undergone a great deal of standardization. Today, electrochemistry is 
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frequently used for high-speed, spatially resolved in vivo neurochemical measurements.44 

Though current assays are versatile and robust, there is still a need for innovations in sensor 

design and the development of analytical methods to create new possibilities for monitoring 

neurotransmitter dynamics. Future efforts may provide insight into the neurochemical basis of 

certain behavior disorders and diseases, in addition to monitoring neurotransmitter at even lower 

concentrations and increasing the number of identifiable analytes.44 This thesis will discuss the 

surface-modification of CFMEs using gold nanoparticles for the enhancement of dopamine 

detection that could potentially allow for the development of novel electrode sensors for in vivo 

neurotransmitter detection and measurements. 
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CHAPTER 3 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Preparation of Carbon Fiber Microelectrodes 

The fabrication of CFMEs was performed according to procedures previously reported 

literature. Briefly, the carbon-fibers (7 microns in diameter) are separated into single strands and 

aspirated into individual capillaries using a vacuum pump (single-barrel borosilicate capillary 

without microfilament, 1.2mm outer diameter, 0.68mm inner diameter). Each prepared capillary 

is analyzed under a microscope before being pulled using the PC-100 Narishige puller into two 

separate electrodes. Each electrode is again analyzed under a microscope to ensure that the 

carbon fiber is pulled through the tapered end of the electrode and cut with surgical scissors or a 

razor blade at an optimal length of ~100 microns in length, and that the carbon fiber is at least 

three-quarters of the way through each electrode to make an electrical connection. The tapered 

end of each electrode (glass-carbon fiber interface) is sealed by immersion in a mixture of 

diethylenetriamine (DETA) hardener/curing agent and an epoxy resin (EPON 828), followed by 

acetone.

 
Characterization of Unmodified Carbon Fiber Microelectrodes via FSCV 

Prior to the electrodeposition of gold nanoparticles, three unmodified electrodes are 

characterized through a series of experiments (i.e. stability, scan-rate, and concentration). To test 

the stability of each unmodified electrode, each electrode is placed in the flow cell for four hours 

scanning at a waveform of -0.4V to +1.3V at a 400V/s scan rate. Measurements are taken at 

every hour for the detection of 1µM dopamine. A uniform electrode response for over a four-

hour period, which is the typical time period for in vivo experiments is important to denote the 
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potential applicability for in vivo testing. Moving on, each unmodified electrode is tested with 

1µM dopamine at varying scan rates from 50V/s to 1,000V/s at 10Hz and a waveform of -0.4V 

to +1.3V. A linear rise in peak oxidative current is expected as the scan rate increases, denoting 

dopamine adsorption control to the electrode surface. Lastly, each unmodified electrode is then 

exposed to dopamine concentrations varying from 50nM to 100µM and at a waveform of -0.4V 

to +1.3V with a 400V/s scan rate. A linear rise in peak oxidative current is expected at low 

dopamine concentrations, which is indicative of dopamine adsorption control at the electrode 

surface. However, an asymptotic curve is anticipated at higher concentrations which would 

suggest that dopamine is saturated at the electrode surface with more diffusion control taking 

place. 

 
Preparation and Imaging of AuNP-CFMEs 

An unmodified carbon fiber is imaged via scanning electron microscopy (SEM), to 

ensure a direct comparison to the AuNP-CFME prior to electrodeposition. The formation of gold 

nanoparticles on the carbon fiber surface is carried out by electrodeposition with cyclic 

voltammetry, scanning in the negative potential from +0.8V to -0.8V in a 0.5mM auric chloride 

(HAuCl4) solution containing 0.1M KCl for 20 cycles at a scan rate of 50 mV/s.1 It should also 

be noted that electrodeposition time can also influence size and amount of gold nanoparticles 

formed on the fiber surface; thus, the duration of electrodeposition of each electrode is 

maintained at 64 seconds (approximately one minute) per scan cycle. Following 

electrodeposition, each AuNP-CFME is again imaged using SEM to analyze surface features 

such as size, uniformity and distribution of gold nanoparticles. The disappearance of the 

cylindrical carbon fiber ridges should suggest the presence of gold nanoparticles. Additionally, 
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energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX/EDS) measurements are conducted in conjunction 

with SEM to further confirm the presence of AuNPs.

 
Characterization of AuNP-CFMEs via Fast Scan Cyclic Voltammetry 

Following electrodeposition of the gold nanoparticles, the three AuNP-CFMEs are 

characterized through a series of experiments (i.e. stability, scan-rate, and concentration). To test 

the stability of each AuNP-CFME, each modified electrode is placed in the flow cell for four 

hours scanning at a waveform of -0.4V to +1.3V at a 400V/s scan rate. Measurements are taken 

at every hour for the detection of 1µM dopamine. A uniform electrode response for over a four-

hour period, which is the typical time period for in vivo experiments is important to denote the 

potential applicability to conduct in vivo neurochemical measurements. Moreover, each AuNP-

CFME is tested with 1µM dopamine at varying scan rates from 50V/s to 1,000V/s and a 

waveform of -0.4V to +1.3V. A linear rise in peak oxidative current is expected as the scan rate 

increases, denoting dopamine adsorption control to the electrode surface. Lastly, each AuNP-

CFME is then exposed to dopamine concentrations varying from 50nM to 100µM and at a 

waveform of -0.4V to +1.3V with a 400V/s scan rate. A linear rise in peak oxidative currents is 

significant to indicate dopamine adsorption control at the electrode surface, while a deviation 

from linearity would suggest that dopamine is saturated at the electrode surface showing 

diffusion control instead. 

 The changes in oxidative currents, and the potential separation of the redox peaks are 

examined and plotted using Microsoft Excel and Graph Pad Prism to compare sensitivity and 

electrocatalytic behavior as well as dopamine adsorption control between the unmodified- and 

AuNP-CFMEs. Statistical significance is determined with a t-test and a one-way analysis of 

variance (ANOVA).   
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Figure 1: Schematic of Fast-Scan Cyclic Voltammetry Testing to Measure Dopamine Oxidation 
In Vitro.5 ( https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fast-scan_cyclic_voltammetry#/media/File:Fast-
scan_cyclic_voltammetry_to_measure_dopamine.jpg) 

CHAPTER 4 

REPRESENTATIVE RESULTS 

 
Schematic of Fast Scan Cyclic Voltammetry 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

The triangular waveform plot of Figure 1 represents the applied dopamine waveform, 

scanning from -0.4V to +1.3V at a 400V/s scan rate where dopamine oxidizes into dopamine-

ortho-quinone (DOQ). DOQ is then reduced back down to dopamine in the reverse (negative) 

scan. A voltage is applied to the carbon-fiber working electrode from the potentiostat to facilitate 

the two-electron transfer process from the analyte to the electrode surface. Finally, the HDCV 

software then yields a three-dimensional false color plot that is overlaid with a current versus 

time plot. The latter represents the dopamine oxidation reaction; the current is negligible in the 

presence of ACSF or PBS buffer, and then rises vertically when dopamine oxidizes into 

dopamine-ortho-quinone (adsorption onto electrode surface) and reduces back to dopamine 

(desorption from electrode surface). On the other hand, the color plot is a false three-dimensional 
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(3D) representation of current where the yellow plot represents the relatively neutral background 

current. Dopamine oxidation is represented by the green plot (positive current) whereas the 

reduction of dopamine-ortho-quinone back to dopamine is seen in the blue plot (negative 

current).

 
SEM Images (Bare- and AuNP-CFMEs) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 2(a): SEM Image of Bare Carbon-Fiber at x2,500 
Magnification.5 

Figure 2(b): SEM Image of Gold Nanoparticle-Modified 
Carbon Fiber with an Electrodeposition Time of ~ 1 min at 
x3,000 Magnification.   
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Both unmodified- and AuNP modified-electrodes were imaged using scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) to analyze differences in surface features such as size, uniformity and 

distribution of gold nanoparticles. Figure 2a shows a bare carbon-fiber with external cylindrical 

ridges and a diameter of ~7 micrometers (microns). Figures 2b and 2c depict the gold 

Figure 2(d): EDS/EDX Spectrum of the Gold Nanoparticle-Modified Electrode to Positively 
Identify the Presence and Relative Abundance of Gold. 

 

Figure 2(a): Superimposed Cyclic Voltammograms of the Bare- and AuNP-Modified Carbon 
Fiber Microelectrodes while Testing with 1µM Dopamine in the Flow CellFigure 2(d): EDS/EDX 
Spectrum of the Gold Nanoparticle-Modified Electrode to Positively Identify the Presence and 
Relative Abundance of Gold. 

 

Figure 3(a): Superimposed Cyclic Voltammograms of the Bare- and AuNP-Modified Carbon 
Fiber Microelectrodes while Testing with 1µM Dopamine in the Flow Cell.5 

 

Figure 4(a): Superimposed Cyclic Voltammograms of the Bare- and AuNP-Modified Carbon 
Fiber Microelectrodes while Testing with 1µM Dopamine in the Flow CellFigure 2(d): EDS/EDX 
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Figure 2(c): SEM Image of Gold Nanoparticle-Modified 
Carbon Fiber with an Electrodeposition Time of ~1 min at 
x7,500 Magnification. 
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nanoparticle-modified electrode with an electrodeposition time of ~ 1 min. The disappearance of 

the cylindrical carbon fiber ridges suggests the presence of gold nanoparticles. EDS/EDX is an 

analytical technique used in conjunction with SEM for elemental analysis and chemical 

characterization purposes. Its characterization capabilities are largely due to the concept of each 

element having a distinct atomic structure, which then allows for distinct peaks on its 

electromagnetic spectrum.68 The presence and relative abundance of gold was further verified 

using EDS/EDX measurements as shown in Figure 2d. The applied electrical field from cyclic 

voltammetry produced a thin uniform coat of gold nanoparticles on the carbon-fiber surface and 

was able to reduce Au3+ in solution to a solid Au0 at a high count (~100 counts) as portrayed by 

the EDS/EDX spectrum. However, carbon is still the most abundant chemical (~250 counts) due 

to presence of the carbon fiber core.

 
Sensitivity Comparison (Bare- and AuNP-CFMEs) 
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Figure 3(a): Superimposed Cyclic Voltammograms of the Bare- and AuNP-Modified Carbon 
Fiber Microelectrodes while Testing with 1µM Dopamine in the Flow Cell.5 

 

Figure 190(a): Superimposed Cyclic Voltammograms of the Bare- and AuNP-Modified 
Carbon Fiber Microelectrodes while Testing with 1µM Dopamine in the Flow Cell.5 

 

Figure 191(a): Superimposed Cyclic Voltammograms of the Bare- and AuNP-Modified 
Carbon Fiber Microelectrodes while Testing with 1µM Dopamine in the Flow Cell.5 
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Figure 3(b): Bar Graph Depicting the Difference in Peak Oxidative Currents of the 
Bare- and AuNP-Modified Carbon Fiber Microelectrodes. Significance was 
Measured with an Unpaired t-Test, P=0.004.5 
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The superimposed cyclic voltammograms (Figure 3a) of both the bare- and AuNP-

modified carbon-fiber microelectrodes are used to compare sensitivity and electron-transfer 

kinetics. The AuNP-modified carbon-fiber microelectrodes possess considerably higher peak 

oxidative currents (Figure 3b), indicating an increase in electroactive sites where more dopamine 
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Figure 3(c): Bar Graph Depicting the Difference in Peak-to-Peak Separation of the 
Bare- and AuNP-Modified Carbon Fiber Microelectrodes. Both Types of Electrodes 
were Tested with1µM Dopamine in a Pine Custom Made Flow Cell. Significance 
was Measured with an Unpaired t-Test, P=0.0016.5 

 

 

Figure 250: Stability Comparison of the Bare- and Gold Nanoparticle-Modified 
Carbon Fiber Microelectrodes while Testing against 1µM DopamineFigure 3(c): 
Bar Graph Depicting the Difference in Peak-to-Peak Separation of the Bare- and 
AuNP-Modified Carbon Fiber Microelectrodes. Both Types of Electrodes were 
Tested with1µM Dopamine in a Pine Custom Made Flow Cell. Significance was 
Measured with an Unpaired t-Test, P=0.0016.5 

 

 

Figure 251: Stability Comparison of the Bare- and Gold Nanoparticle-Modified 
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adsorption can occur. Also seen on the cyclic voltammograms is a smaller peak-to-peak 

separation (∆Ep) with the modified electrodes suggesting higher conductivity and faster electron-

transfer kinetics of the AuNP-modified CFME substrate (Figure 3c), which could potentially be 

useful when measuring rapid neurochemical changes and phasic firing of dopaminergic neurons 

in the mesolimbic pathway of the brain. In addition to that, the small peak recorded following the 

switching potential could potentially be a result of water oxidation.  

 
Stability Experiment (Bare- and AuNP-CFMEs) 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 compares the stability of the bare- and AuNP-CFMEs. Both the unmodified- and 

modified-electrodes were placed in the flow cell for four hours scanning at a waveform of -0.4V 

to +1.3V at a 400V/s scan rate. Measurements were taken at every hour for at least four hours for 

the detection of 1µM dopamine. A uniform electrode response for over a four-hour period with 

respect to the normalized current (nA) of the lowest recorded peak oxidative current for the 

detection of 1 µM dopamine (the typical time period for in vivo experiments) is observed with 
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Figure 4: Stability Comparison of the Bare- and Gold Nanoparticle-Modified 
Carbon Fiber Microelectrodes while Testing with 1µM Dopamine.5 

 

Figure 788: Scan Rate Comparison of the Bare- and Gold Nanoparticle-
Modified Carbon Fiber Microelectrodes while Testing with 1µM 
DopamineFigure 789: Stability Comparison of the Bare- and Gold 
Nanoparticle-Modified Carbon Fiber Microelectrodes while Testing against 
1µM Dopamine.5 

 

Figure 790: Scan Rate Comparison of the Bare- and Gold Nanoparticle-
Modified Carbon Fiber Microelectrodes while Testing with 1µM Dopamine.5 

 

 

Figure 791: Concentration Comparison of the Bare- and Gold Nanoparticle-
Modified Electrodes while Testing with Varying Dopamine Concentrations of 
50nM to 100µFigure 792: Scan Rate Comparison of the Bare- and Gold 
Nanoparticle-Modified Carbon Fiber Microelectrodes while Testing with 
1µM DopamineFigure 793: Stability Comparison of the Bare- and Gold 
Nanoparticle-Modified Carbon Fiber Microelectrodes while Testing against 
1µM Dopamine.5 
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both types of electrodes. This is significant as it denotes the potential applicability of the AuNP-

CFMEs to conduct in vivo neurochemical measurements.

 
Scan Rate Experiment (Bare- and AuNP-CFMEs) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 The scan rate dictates the speed (in volts per second) at which the potential is applied and 

varied. Both unmodified- and AuNP-modified electrodes were tested with 1µM dopamine at 

varying scan rates from 50V/s to 1,000V/s and a waveform of -0.4V to +1.3V. It should also be 

noted that10Hz is the wave application frequency at which the electrode is held at the negative 

holding potential. The size of the diffusion layer decreases as a result of faster scan rates, which 

causes an increase in oxidative currents. A linear relationship is observed between both the bare- 

and AuNP-modified electrodes with regards to scan rate and the observed oxidative currents 

(Figure 5), indicative of dopamine adsorption control to both the bare- and AuNP modified-

electrode surfaces.
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Figure 5: Scan Rate Comparison of the Bare- and Gold Nanoparticle-Modified 
Carbon Fiber Microelectrodes while Testing with 1µM Dopamine.5 

 

 

Figure 1134: Concentration Comparison of the Bare- and Gold Nanoparticle-
Modified Electrodes while Testing with Varying Dopamine Concentrations of 
50nM to 100µFigure 1135: Scan Rate Comparison of the Bare- and Gold 
Nanoparticle-Modified Carbon Fiber Microelectrodes while Testing with 1µM 
Dopamine.5 

 

 

Figure 1136: Concentration Comparison of the Bare- and Gold Nanoparticle-
Modified Electrodes while Testing with Varying Dopamine Concentrations of 
50nM to 100µFigure 1137: Scan Rate Comparison of the Bare- and Gold 
Nanoparticle-Modified Carbon Fiber Microelectrodes while Testing with 1µM 
Dopamine.5 

 

 

Figure 1138: Concentration Comparison of the Bare- and Gold Nanoparticle-
Modified Electrodes while Testing with Varying Dopamine Concentrations of 
50nM to 100µFigure 1139: Scan Rate Comparison of the Bare- and Gold 
Nanoparticle-Modified Carbon Fiber Microelectrodes while Testing with 1µM 
Dopamine.5 
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Concentration Experiment (Bare- and AuNP-CFMEs) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Both types of electrodes were also exposed to dopamine concentrations varying from 

50nM to 100µM and at a waveform of -0.4 V to +1.3 V with a 400V/s scan rate. A linear rise in 

peak oxidative currents of dopamine is observed from 50nM to 10µM dopamine, indicative of 

dopamine adsorption control to both types of electrode surfaces. However, an asymptotic curve 

is seen with concentrations above 10µM with the unmodified electrodes suggesting that 

dopamine is now saturated at the electrode surface with more diffusion control taking place at 

higher concentrations. On the other hand, the peak oxidative current continues to gradually 

increase with the AuNP-CFMEs at higher dopamine concentrations, indicative of kinetic control 

Figure 6: Concentration Comparison of the Bare- and Gold Nanoparticle-
Modified Electrodes while Testing with Varying Dopamine Concentrations of 
50nM to 100µM.5 
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to the electrode surface instead. It is also worth noting that physiologically relevant dopamine 

concentrations in the brain lie within the 50nM to 10µM range but differ between brain regions.5  
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS  

 Over the last several decades, the field of in vivo electrochemistry has progressed 

tremendously and undergone a great deal of standardization. Electrochemistry is now frequently 

used for high-speed, spatially resolved in vivo neurochemical measurements. Though current 

assays are versatile and robust, there is still a need for innovations in sensor design and the 

development of analytical methods to create new possibilities for monitoring neurotransmitter 

dynamics. The distinctive physical and chemical characteristics of nanomaterials have shown 

much promise in sensor fabrication due to the high effective surface area, mass transport, 

catalytic properties, and cost-effectiveness. By combining these AuNPs characteristics and 

electrochemical technology, more novel and sensitive electrochemical sensing devices can be 

fabricated, thus furthering the field of nanoelectrochemistry. 

 Carbon fiber-microelectrodes (CFMEs) remain the standard biosensors for neurochemical 

monitoring due to their biocompatibility, size and optimal electrochemical properties. This 

includes a higher overpotential for water oxidation, in addition to the negatively-charged 

electrode which will allow for dopamine adsorption to the electrode surface. Furthermore, these 

electrodes are capable of making rapid neurochemical measurements that facilitate a more 

comprehensive understanding of dopamine signaling mechanisms. However, unmodified-

CFMEs have been known to have several limitations. Because carbon fibers are largely 

comprised of basal plane carbon, unmodified electrodes have relatively low surface areas that 

leads to poor sensitivities for in vivo measurements. Additionally, surface fouling may occur 

with certain neurochemicals that may potentially obstruct further neurotransmitter adsorption. 

Recent studies have proven that the most widespread method of enhancing electrode 
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functionality is by coating the fiber surface with conductive substrates that enhance 

neurochemical detection. 

 A novel technique to fabricate AuNP-CFMEs to enhance neurotransmitter detection (i.e. 

dopamine) is demonstrated in this work. The development of AuNP-CFMEs allows for the 

fabrication of novel electrochemical sensors for measuring rapid changes in dopamine 

concentration and other neurochemicals at lower limits of detection. This technique is an 

efficient, quick, cost-effective and facile approach to improve electrode functionality for 

neurochemical detection. This study utilized a 0.5mM chloroauric acid (HAuCl4) solution and an 

electrodeposition time of 64 seconds (~1 minute) to deposit a thin and uniform gold layer onto 

the fiber surface. The AuNP-CFMEs were shown to possess considerably higher electroactive 

surface areas and faster electron transfer kinetics than that of unmodified-electrodes. Increased 

sensitivities and lower limits of detection were observed with the AuNP-modified electrodes. 

Additionally, the modified-electrodes demonstrated uniform stability for dopamine detection for 

over four hours during in vitro testing, showing promise in its applicability for in vivo 

experiments. A linear relationship is observed between dopamine peak oxidative current with 

respect to both scan rate and concentration, denoting dopamine adsorption control to the 

modified-electrode surface. This study has a myriad of biomedical applications for enhanced in 

vivo dopamine detection to analyze the neurochemical effects of drug abuse, depression, and 

other behavioral conditions such as Parkinson’s disease. 
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CHAPTER 6 

FUTURE WORKS 

 Future works of this study include examining the detection of other neurochemicals such 

as norepinephrine, serotonin, histamine and others, as well as ex vivo neurochemical 

measurements in rodent and zebrafish models, and tuning deposition parameters to influence 

size, shape and distribution of the AuNPs. 

 Zebrafish models have now become ideal for neuronal function studies due to several 

factors.69, 70 First, the similarities between the central nervous systems (CNS) of humans and 

zebrafish are greater than that of invertebrates.71 It is also easier to genetically manipulate the 

CNS of zebrafish than that of rodents.71 In addition to that, the use of intact brains leaves 

neuronal pathways intact and reduces tissue damage, allowing for remote pathway stimulation 

and prevention of interfering neurotransmitter release.72, 73 Monitoring the release and uptake of 

electroactive neurotransmitters using electrochemistry has lately become of interest. In 

particular, monitoring the potassium-stimulated release dynamics of dopamine in intact whole 

zebrafish brains using unmodified electrodes is one of the research topics of Zestos et al. thus 

far. A depletion in dopamine concentration was observed with prolonged sugar exposure (i.e. 

glucose and mannitol).74 Changes in dopamine concentration between male and female zebrafish 

models were also observed.74 The next step of this project includes the use of the AuNP-CFMEs 

to monitor potassium-stimulated dopamine release to test its potential applicability to conduct ex 

vivo neurochemical measurements. 

 Moreover, optimization of electrodeposition parameters to study size, shape, catalytic 

properties, and distribution of the AuNPs will also be carried out. Manipulation of the deposition 

potential at a constant chloroauric acid concentration can alter the interplay between particle 
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growth rate and mass transport rate.75, 76, 77 Additionally, the thickness of the AuNP distribution 

deposited on the electrode surface can be exploited by varying deposition time.78 Studies have 

shown that the overall performance of AuNPs as enhancing platforms for electrocatalysis and 

electrochemical sensor is significantly influenced by the size and shape of the nanoparticles, in 

addition to the nature of their supporting materials.79, 80 
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